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scheppen van werkomstandigheden die mensen
inspireren en motiveren voor topprestaties.
Leiders spelen een belangrijke faciliterende rol
in het creëren en onderhouden van dergelijke
werkomstandigheden. Goed toepassen van OBMprincipes maakt dat mensen er lol in krijgen om
elke dag goed te presteren. Dat is voor iedereen
leuk; het creëert een absolute ‘win-win’ situatie.
Mensen vertonen de hele dag door gedrag. Soms
vertonen ze regelrecht ongewenst gedrag.
Anderen doen gewoon niet wat we hebben
afgesproken, of wat ze hebben geleerd in
trainingen. Veel organisaties hebben last van
onhandig, ongewenst, of zelfs dysfunctioneel
gedrag op de werkvloer, bijvoorbeeld in de vorm
van ‘pocket veto’ en ‘ja-zeggen, nee-doen’,
slachtoffergedrag, vermijdingsgedrag of
ontsnappingsgedrag. Analyseren van al deze

Organizational Behavior Management - Een
introductie Jul 31 2022 Dit boek gaat over het
realiseren van gedragsverandering in
organisaties. Het geeft een concreet, praktisch
toepasbaar antwoord op de ‘hoe’-vraag van
gedragsverandering, gebaseerd op
wetenschappelijk gevalideerde principes.
Daarmee onderscheidt dit boek zich van vele
andere managementboeken. Organizational
Behavior Management, kortweg OBM, is het
vakgebied dat zich bezighoudt met
gedragsverandering in organisaties. Sommigen
spreken liever van ‘gerichte
gedragsbeïnvloeding’. OBM gaat niet over
veranderen van mensen, maar over het
veranderen van de omgeving waarin mensen
zich gedragen. Het doel van OBM is het
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vormen van waarneembaar gedrag geeft
bijvoorbeeld antwoord op de volgende vragen: •
“Waarom vertonen we nu specifiek dit gedrag en
doen we het niet anders?” • “Hoe krijg je
mensen zover dat ze ander gedrag willen
vertonen?”. Dit boek geeft antwoorden op deze
vragen en biedt leidinggevenden en andere
beïnvloeders een stevig en wetenschappelijk
onderbouwd handvat voor gedrags-, prestatieen motivatievraagstukken.
Navigeren door het labyrint: Een
handleiding voor het beheer van data Jul 27
2019 Als u een organisatie leidt of als u met uw
managers moet communiceren over
datamanagement, dan is Navigeren door het
Labyrint uw gids. Organisaties die waarde willen
halen uit hun data moeten die data goed
beheren. Maar voor de meeste leidinggevenden
lijkt datamanagement obscuur, gecompliceerd,
en zeer technisch. Je hebt geen tijd om alle
details te leren of hypes te herkennen.
Navigeren door het Labyrint helpt je verder,
gebaseerd op de best practices van DAMA's Data
Management Body of Knowledge (DMBOK2).
Het legt de grondbeginselen uit en zegt waarom
ze zo belangrijk zijn. Het vertelt u wat u moet
weten om in uw organisatie vertrouwen in data
op te bouwen en hoe u waarde uit data kan
halen.
Quantitative Management Feb 23 2022
Management Nov 03 2022 A comprehensive
introduction to the themes and functions of
management within the clear process framework
of planning, organising, leading and controlling.
The 4th edition of this well-respected text has
been revised and updated to incorporate the
latest research and most recent and relevant
examples and illustrations. It is written for
students on undergraduate and postgraduate
degree programmes, or undertaking professional
qualifications.
An Introduction to Management Science Jun 17
2021 Introduce your students to management
science techniques with the thorough,
applications-oriented coverage you can trust
from the definitive leader in traditional
management science texts. The best-selling
Anderson/Sweeney/Williams/Martin's
INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT SCIENCE:
A QUANTITATIVE APPROACH TO DECISION
MAKING, 13E, International Edition has helped
events-management-an-introduction

define the topical coverage presented within
today's management science course curriculum.
This book provides a thorough grounding in
management science techniques with a readable
presentation style and a wealth of examples
drawn from a variety of businesses throughout
the world.Students learn the techniques and
refine their problem solving skills with realistic
problems that continue to set this established
leader apart. Every new edition now includes the
highly respected LINGO 10 software that is
integrated with text problems to help you
develop the skills to use this, Microsoft® Excel,
and many other valuable software packages to
resolve management science problems. In
response to feedback from instructors like you,
this edition now places greater emphasis on the
applications of management science and use of
computer software with much of the focus on
algorithms moved to optional chapters on the
accompanying Student CD for your flexibility.As
always, the well-respected authors have
continued their reputation for excellent and
accuracy with error-free presentations
throughout the text, test bank, and supplements.
Trust INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT
SCIENCE, 12E, International Edition to deliver
the sound, practical and student-oriented
approach that enables students to achieve
success in your course and the world of business
beyond.
Introduction to Industrial Management Sep
28 2019
Cross-cultural Management Aug 20 2021 "We
are reminded daily of the globally
interconnected business world in which we live.
Events on one side of the globe reverberate
instantaneously in the other. Globalization has
many effects, but one of the most important is
the dramatic increase in the opportunity and
need to interact with people who are culturally
different from us. We are exposed on a daily
basis to a wide variety of attitudes, values,
beliefs, and assumptions that culturally different
individuals hold about appropriate behavior. In
order to thrive, and in some cases even to
survive, as managers, we must learn to
understand and integrate these differences.
David Thomas and Kerr Inkson, offer students an
authoritative, yet approachable perspective in
Introduction to Cross-Cultural Management, 1st
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Edition"-Essentials of Management Oct 02 2022 This
concise, readable book offers an unparalleled
introduction to the theory and practice of
management. Packed with examples and
questions to arouse your interest, it shows how
ideas and theories of management relate to the
real world. Principles of Management introduces
the themes and functions of management,
showing them within the clear framework of
planning, organising, leading and controlling. It
incorporates the latest research, and uses recent
and topical examples of management in practice
to bring the topic to life. This textbook is
relevant to students from all subject areas.
Whether you are specialising in business, or an
engineering student taking a single module in
the area, this book will offer you an engaging
and clear introduction to management.
Introduction to Business Management Oct
10 2020 Introduction to Business Management
11e offers an overview of business management
within the South African context. The textbook is
written for undergraduate students who are
doing a course in introductory business
management as part of their degree or diploma
at a university or university of technology.
Introduction to Management Sep 01 2022
This brand new textbook equips the next
generation of managers with the skills to
succeed in a global business environment.
Skillsets help students improve both their
academic work and their employability, a truly
international range of case studies broadens
their horizons, and practitioner insights show
them how skills are used in the real world.
Administrative Office Management Sep 08 2020
Updated to keep pace with rapid technological
advances, this comprehensive introduction to
office management focuses on what office
managers actually do on the job. Written in an
easy-to-read style with pedagogical aids
throughout, it systematically explores the full
range of office management topics, office
environment, employees, systems, and functions.
Financial Management Oct 29 2019 A UKfocused introduction to the subject of financial
management for non-finance students who are
looking for an authoritative and user-friendly
textbook.
Data Systems and Management Feb 11 2021
events-management-an-introduction

Data systems; What are data systems?
Organization of the systems department;
Systems analysis and design techniques; The
systems study; Systems flowcharting; System
control, installation and maintenance; System
operation and maintenance; Case studies.
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT Jan 25 2022
Introduction to Home Management May 05 2020
Management plays a crucial role in day-to-day
life. It is an inherent part of human life. Families
in India have undergone vast changes over the
years due to the rapid development of industries,
educational achievements, the technological
revolution and speedy communication. Each
individual needs to be trained to fit himself in
this changing environment by making the right
decision at each moment of his or her life. In
day-to-day life this is possible through the
acquisition and application of knowledge of
management.
Introduction to Management and
Leadership for Nurse Managers Jul 07 2020
Leadership/Management/Finance
Logistics Sep 20 2021 Logistics is an essential
introduction for any business student studying
logistics or supply chain management. It takes a
broad view of logistics, exploring all the main
concepts within a wide business context, with a
strong focus on application and practical
situations. This clear and well-written text gives
a very up-to-date perspective on this fast moving
field. It explores the management of logistics
and its strategic role within an organization,
while examining new developments in the field
and providing an international dimension to the
subject.
Introduction to Security Nov 22 2021 For
courses in Introduction to Security and
Introduction to Security Management A unique,
all-in-one guide to the basics of security
operations and the management of security
personnel and organizations Comprehensive in
scope, Introduction to Security: Operations and
Management balances introductory protection
concepts with security management practices to
provide a detailed understanding of the private
security industry and its diverse roles and
functions in the 21st century. Written in an easyto-understand, logical manner, and filled with
contemporary examples, the book includes
Security Spotlights that raise practical security
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issues and questions, web links to securityrelated Internet sites for further exploration of
topics, a review of career opportunities in
security, and a number of pedagogical aids to
ensure mastery of the information-including key
concepts and terms, margin definitions,
discussion questions and exercises, Your Turn
application-based assignments, a comprehensive
glossary, and a reference index. The Fifth
Edition has been completely updated
throughout, reorganized for continuity and
coherence, and provides a national/international
perspective.
Introduction to Project Management Mar 03
2020 Best-selling author Kathy Schwalbe's
Introduction to Project Management, Second
Edition offers a general yet concise introduction
to project management. This book provides upto- date information on how good project,
program, and portfolio management can help
you achieve organizational success. It includes
over 50 samples of tools and techniques applied
to one large project, and is suitable for all
majors, including business, engineering,
healthcare, and more. This text uses a
chronological approach to project management,
with detailed explanations and examples for
initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and
controlling, and closing projects.
Hospitality Experience Aug 08 2020 Hospitality
Experience offers students an exciting
introduction to key aspects of hospitality
management. The authors provide a refreshing
focus on how hospitality experiences can be
created and managed successfully. With a
comprehensive overview of the hospitality
industry, the textbook familiarizes students with
the basics of hospitality management and offers
analysis as well as cases and practical examples.
Designed primarily for entry-level students at all
levels, the book will also be of interest to
professionals working in the business.
Introduction to Management Science, eBook,
Global Edition Jun 05 2020 For undergraduate
courses in Management Science. A logical, stepby-step approach to complex problem-solving
Using simple, straightforward examples to
present complex mathematical concepts,
Introduction to Management Science gives
students a strong foundation in how to logically
approach decision-making problems. Sample
events-management-an-introduction

problems are used liberally throughout the text
to facilitate the learning process and
demonstrate different quantitative techniques.
Management Science presents modeling
techniques that are used extensively in the
business world and provides a useful framework
for problem-solving that students can apply in
the workplace. The Twelfth Edition focuses on
the latest technological advances used by
businesses and organizations for solving
problems and leverages the latest versions of
Excel 2013, Excel QM, TreePlan, Crystal Ball,
Microsoft Project 2010, and QM for Windows.
Research Methods in Public Administration and
Public Management Apr 27 2022 Research in
public administration and public management
has distinctive features that influence the
choices and application of research methods.
Periods of change and upheaval in the public
sector provide ample opportunities and cases for
research, but the standard methodologies for
researching in the social sciences can be
difficult to follow in the complex world of the
public sector. In a dynamic political
environment, the focus lies on solving social
problems whilst also using methodological
principles needed for doing scientifically sound
research. Research Methods in Public
Administration and Public Management
represents a comprehensive guide to doing and
using research in public management and
administration. It is impressively succinct but
covering a wide variety of research strategies
including among others: action research,
hypotheses, sampling, case selection,
questionnaires, interviewing, desk research,
prescription and research ethics. This textbook
does not bog the nascent researcher down in the
theory but does provide numerous international
examples and practical exercises to illuminate
the research journey. Sandra Van Thiel guides
us through the theory, operationalization and
research design process before explaining the
tools required to carry-out impactful research.
This concise textbook will be core reading for
those studying research methods and/or
carrying out research on public management
and administration.
Introduction to Management Science Nov 10
2020
Introduction to Business Management and
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General Management Jun 29 2022
Management Oct 22 2021 This is a lively
introduction to management, covering an array
of management orthodoxies and demonstrating,
through contemporary sociological theory, that
many of the old approaches are in need of
reconstruction.
Introduction to Management Science Jan 01
2020 This widely-adopted text presents an
accessible introduction to the techniques and
applications of management science. It is
designed to make the subject easily
understandable and interesting for students with
limited mathematical backgrounds or skills. The
author focuses on management science not only
as a collection of techniques and processes, but
as a philosophy and method for approaching
problems in a logical manner. It includes Excel
spreadsheets with solutions in every chapter,
and many examples of how to solve management
science models on the computer.
Basic Camp Management Mar 15 2021
Introduction to Building Management May 17
2021 An essentially practical approach to
building management. The information includes
material on corporate planning, theory of
communications, robotics, value engineering and
data protection. It is geared to the syllabus of
the Chartered Institute of Buildin
Supervision and Management Jun 25 2019 This
book will help Library Support Staff (LSS)
understand, support, and apply the basic
principles of library supervision and
management in their work on the topics of
regulations and bylaws hiring, staff performance
expectations, leadership and professional
learning.
Introduction to Management in the
Hospitality Industry Nov 30 2019 Readers
seeking management careers in hospitality will
enter a dynamic industry filled with
opportunities. The rewards are many, but so are
the challenges. Today’s hospitality managers
must deal with such complex factors as
globalization, terrorism threats, ecotourism,
internet commerce, new business and financial
models, and rapidly changing consumer
demands. Introduction to Management in the
Hospitality Industry, Tenth Edition gives readers
the industry know-how and the management
skills needed to thrive in all aspects of the field,
events-management-an-introduction

from food service to lodging to tourism. The
Tenth Edition of Introduction to Management in
the Hospitality Industry features both historical
perspectives and discussions of new trends in a
variety of sectors. This book has the most
thorough coverage of the hospitality industry,
covering foodservice, lodging, and travel and
tourism, hospitality careers, and hospitality
management. Readers will have a strong grasp
of the many facets of the hospitality industry
once they have utilized this textbook.
PRINCE2 PROJECT MANAGEMENT - AN
INTRODUCTION - Principles, Roles,
Themes, Processes, Paperwork Jan 31 2020
An introduction to PRINCE2, detailing the
principles, roles, themes, processes, and
paperwork. Written by a highly qualified project
manager with multi-sector experience, with the
unique ability to assist organisations in their
project management activities and train their
staff simultaneously, this book is the go-to
resource for all who wish to expand their
PRINCE2 project management skills.
Environmental Business Management Mar
27 2022
Introduction to Management Accounting Jan
13 2021 This Global Edition has been edited to
include enhancements making it more relevant
to students outside the United States. An
essential tool for understanding how to make
effective economic decisions. In today's troubled
economy, it's important to show students how
managerial decisions can affect business costs.
Introduction to Management Accounting helps to
enhance students' ability to make effective
economic decisions by encouraging them to
understand the inner-workings of the concepts,
rather than solely focusing on technique
memorization. Overall, this text describes both
theory and common practices in a way that will
help students produce information that's useful
in day-to-day decision-making.
The Nature of Management Apr 15 2021
Management Research Jul 19 2021 This Second
Edition of the bestseller has been completely
rewritten to update the field both in relation to
the new kinds of problems being encountered in
management research, and to incorporate the
substantial methodological developments that
have taken place over the last ten
years.Management Research is the first step for
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students and researchers to develop a clear but
also sophisticated position on the subject of
research in business and management studies.
Used by students on courses in management
research methods worldwide, this new edition
will continue to be an invaluable guide for all
those undertaking research in and around
organizations. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All
rights reserved.
Spa Management Dec 24 2021 SPA
MANAGEMENT: AN INTRODUCTION provides a
contemporary look at the spa industry, and the
unique aspects of spa operations, and
management. Complete with photos, tables and
figures, it addresses spa industry basics, how to
establish a spa business, operations and
management, business skills and knowledge, and
future trends in the industry. Each chapter
includes a realistic view of operations and is
accompanied by creative exercises and
assignments. An appendix of industry resources
and robust online resources help readers
understand what it takes to manage a spa and
succeed in this evolving industry.
Introduction to Food and Agribusiness
Management Apr 03 2020 This introduction to
the entire field of agribusiness provides detailed
coverage of the four basic topics of business:
accounting, financing, marketing, and
management - as well as forms of business
organization. A section on agribusiness financing
provides students with comprehensive material
that explores how agribusiness firms are
financed with stocks and bonds, and through
various other sources. Information on strategic
marketing discusses how managers develop a
brand, and how a firm discovers marketing
opportunities. The text also shows students how
individuals and firms form strategic alliances
and new generation co-operatives.
Introduction to Business Management Dec 12
2020 Introduction to Business Management
explores the business environment in which we
operate. This text is about the management of
business organisations in South Africa, as well
as in introduction to the components of
organisational management i.e. planning,
organising, leading and controlling.
Brand Management Aug 27 2019 Branding is an
increasingly important part of business strategy
for all types of businesses, including start-ups,
events-management-an-introduction
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SMEs, NGOs, and large corporations. This
textbook provides an introduction to brand
management that can be applied to all these
types of organizations. Using story-telling to
guide the reader through the main concepts,
theories and emerging issues, it offers a
theoretical and applied perspective to brand
management. Highlighting the relationship
between different brand concepts, this textbook
explores the role of branding from both a
corporate and a consumer perspective and
highlights implications for employability and
future career options. With case studies,
activities, learning objectives and online
resources for lecturers, this book is an ideal
accompaniment for undergraduates, post
graduates or students who have never studied
branding before. Written in an approachable
way, it gives readers the basics, allowing them
to enhance their understanding of the core
topics and advance their study further.
Case Management May 29 2022 Over the course
of twenty years and across three editions, this
text has approached case management as both
an art and a science by providing students and
practitioners with the basics of case
management theory, skills, and applications.
This fourth edition, which focuses on both the
social work and nursing professions, offers
trainers, instructors, and students detailed
information about how case management is
delivered, major issues encountered in practice,
how services are affected by different
populations, and the unique skills that are
required by case managers in order to be
effective. Chapter exercises and numerous case
examples help readers practice some of the
skills associated with the content offered. Case
Management is unique in that it brings together
the major professions that conduct case
management in the United States. It is focused
on skill learning more than on theory, and
discusses not only the importance of case
management in the current social work and
medical milieu, but also the challenges that case
managers face in helping clients. In addition, the
text offers a model for integrated case
management between professions and in
numerous settings, including nursing centers,
community mental health facilities, and criminal
justice centers.
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